T2 MR imaging vs. computational modeling of human articular cartilage tissue functionality.
The detection of early stages of cartilage degeneration remains diagnostically challenging. One promising non-invasive approach is to functionally assess the tissue response to loading by serial magnetic resonance (MR) imaging in terms of T2 mapping under simultaneous mechanical loading. As yet, however, it is not clear which cartilage component contributes to the tissue functionality as assessed by quantitative T2 mapping. To this end, quantitative T2 maps of histologically intact cartilage samples (n=8) were generated using a clinical 3.0-T MR imaging system. Using displacement-controlled quasi-static indentation loading, serial T2 mapping was performed at three defined strain levels and loading-induced relative changes were determined in distinct regions-of-interest. Samples underwent conventional biomechanical testing (by unconfined compression) as well as histological assessment (by Mankin scoring) for reference purposes. Moreover, an anisotropic hyperelastic constitutive model of cartilage was implemented into a finite element (FE) code for cross-referencing. In efforts to simulate the evolution of compositional and structural intra-tissue changes under quasi-static loading, the indentation-induced changes in quantitative T2 maps were referenced to underlying changes in cartilage composition and structure. These changes were parameterized as cartilage fluid, proteoglycan and collagen content as well as collagen orientation. On a pixel-wise basis, each individual component correlation with T2 relaxation times was determined by Spearman's ρs and significant correlations were found between T2 relaxation times and all four tissue parameters for all indentation strain levels. Thus, the biological changes in functional MR Imaging parameters such as T2 can further be characterized to strengthen the scientific basis of functional MRI techniques with regards to their perspective clinical applications.